
Balloon
Rise to the (festive) occasion with this super balloon 
 
 Has your customer reached enourmous heights (sold a company, opened a new business premises,
celebrates an anniversary, or a ‘regular’ birthday, for instance), using this super-size in�atable balloon
means it can be shared with many. Make sure to show this in�atable balloon to family members and/or
friends, colleagues or sports buddies looking for an original way to congratulate someone with a (personal
or commercial) success, milestone or anniversary. Include it in your collection of in�atable items to rent
out and we are certain it will be suitable for many an occasion or event.

  
 A giant balloon within 10 minutes

This huge balloon (it in�ates to at least 4 meters tall) is perfect for promotional purposes in the garden or
the drive of both private homes and business premises - and it takes next to no time to set it up - 10
minutes tops! Especially if the manual we provide is used. It is a complete package and comes with
everything you need, such as the blower, the anchoring material and the transport bag conveniently
included.

  
 

Premium quality with a 2-year warranty 
 
JB in�atables are high-quality items. For that reason, we comfortably provide a 2-year warranty. However,
we have our own repair service in the event something should go wrong. We are, nevertheless, sure this
air balloon will o�er years of optimum enjoyment due to its high-quality PVC, which has reinforced
tension points and is multiply stitched.

Purchase these giant and super strong balloon and give your customers an experience to remember for
the rest of their lives!

  
 

More than 15,000 customers also opted for JB 
 
For over three decades, we have made people enjoy a party, because our designers, developers and
logistic sta� supply unique in�atable attractions that are highly appreciated. Customers are always
assured of our professional service and delivery. It is, therefore, for good reason that our customers call
us ‘creators of greatness’.

In�ated product

Height 13ft

Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers Blower 380W x 1

Weight per blower Blower 380W = 13.23 lbs

Speci�cations packaged product

Length 3ft

Depth 3ft

Weight 176lbs

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 04.045.010.022

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 2 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Transport bag


